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Editorial Note

Allied Journal of Medical Research is a peer-reviewed, open access journal designed for the wide dissemination of research in the field of medicine to worldwide audience. Medical Research covers the basic, applied and translational research conducted so as to aid and build knowledge in the field of medicine. This journal publishes articles from all areas of medical research of international interests.

With an emphasis on conceptual breakthroughs and current trends, its goal is to facilitate towards developing new medicines and improving the application of the medical procedures, thereby improving the quality of life for the Human population.

Journal of Medical Research has a broad area and is not only confined to surgery, internal medicine, infectious disease, orthopedics, obstetrics and gynecology, oncology, and neurology. But, instead can include articles from the related fields such as studies in clinical areas like immunology, biophysics, translational medicine, personalized medicine, anesthesia, cardiovascular medicine, complementary medicine, dentistry, pathology, pharmacology and therapeutics, dermatology, respiratory medicine, rheumatology, drugs and medicines, nutrition and metabolism, endocrinology, gastroenterology, geriatric medicine, hematology, psychiatry, radiology, pediatrics, urology, epidemiology, ethnic studies.

The Journal is using Editor Manager System for easy online tracking and managing of the manuscript processing. Each article undergoes a peer review process under the aegis of an assigned Editor. To be acceptable for publication, an article should be positively considered by two individual reviewers followed by the Editor’s consent.

Authors looking forward to submit important articles containing advanced research output aiding in forwarding the subject are most welcome. The wide scope of the journal will aid in contributing a great measure of scientific information related to the advances in towards better healthcare.

AJMR accepts all types of articles including research, review, case reviews, commentaries, hypotheses, meeting reports, editorials, and short reports. Allied Journal of Medical Research is using Editorial tracking system for quality in the peer-review process. It is an online manuscript submission; in which authors can easily submit and access the status of manuscripts, Editors can deliver their decision on any submitted article, Reviewer can provide review comments of a particular article, publisher can publish the article so quickly. It is the best review tracking and handling system used by AJMR (an open-access journal).

AJMR follows unbiased reviewers approval followed by editor's approval is needed for acceptance of any manuscript, in the end editor decision is final, ie., the double-blinded review process (which means authors does not reviewers and the reviewers does not know editors). AJMR is an Allied publisher with one thousand+ conferences in 2019, across the USA, Europe & Asia. In 2019, AJMR has completed a decade in publication history with the support of authors and their research works. In these 3 years, the articles were published with rapid peer-review process and we are expecting to do so in future.

For the year 2019 AJMR launched its third volume and third issue with research, review commentary, and many more articles. AJMR thanking all of the editors, and reviewers who have made the journal a success of the year 2019. We promise all of the readers that we do our level best in the upcoming year 2020.
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